We summarize published results on di ractive dijet and W production and review new results on di ractive b e a u t y a n d J= production using the rapidity g a p method to tag di raction. The di ractive structure function of the proton obtained from the analysis of dijet events with a leading antiproton is discussed and compared with expectations based on results obtained in deep inelastic scattering experiments at HERA. Also we report on recent results of dijet production in double pomeron exchange.
Introduction
To study di ractive production at CDF we u s e d t wo di erent methods. One is by s e a r c hing for rapidity gaps, which are pseudorapidity 1 regions devoid of particles, in the event t o p o l o g y . We applied this method to di ractive dijet 2 , W 3 and heavy avor 4 production measurements, described in sections 2 and 3. Another technique is the direct measurement of the di ractively scattered antiproton with a forward Roman pot spectrometer. The CDF detector is described elsewhere 5 . Charged tracks in the region 2 Di ractive Dijet and W Production CDF searched for di ractive dijet production in a sample of dijet events with a single-vertex in which the two leading jets with transverse energy 1 E T 20 GeV are both at ,1:8 o r 1:8. The single di ractive production was observed in these events by the requirement of a rapidity gap in both the forward calorimeter and the beam-beam counters BBC on one side of the detector.
eds99: submitted t o World Scienti c on November 23, 1999 1 Figure 1 shows the correlation of the BBC and forward calorimeter tower multiplicities in the -region opposite the dijet system. The distinct excess in the 0,0 bin is associated with diffractive production. After subtracting the non-di ractive background and correcting for the losses caused by extra pp interactions in the same bunch crossing as a di ractive event, as well as for BBC and forward calorimeter live time acceptance and for the rapidity gap acceptance 0:700:03, calculated using the POMPYT 6 Monte Carlo program with pomeron 0:1, the fraction of di ractively produced dijet events was found to be R J J = 0 :75 0:05stat 0:09syst :
In addition, CDF studied di ractive W production 3 , w h i c h results predominantly fromannihilation and probes the quark antiquark content o f the pomeron, using a sample of events with an isolated central e + or e , jj 1:1 of E T 20 GeV and missing transverse energy 6 E T 20 GeV. The ratio of single di ractive to non-di ractive W production in this analysis was determined to be R W = 1 :15 0:51stat 0:20syst 0:1:
Since di ractive dijet production is mostly sensitive to gluons in the pomeron, we can combine the dijet and W measurements and determine the gluon fraction in the pomeron 2 , f g = 0 :7 0:2, which is consistent w i t h t h e gluon fraction found by the ZEUS experiment 7 .
Di ractive Heavy Flavor Production
We extended our studies of di ractive processes to di ractive heavy avor production, charm and beauty, to probe directly the gluon content of the pomeron. Our di ractive beauty 4 production measurement is based on identifying a high transverse momentum electron with E T 9:5 GeV and jj 1:1, from the semi-leptonic b-quark decay, produced in single di raction eds99: submitted t o World Scienti c on November 23, 1999dissociation, p + p ! p= p + b! e + X 0 + X. Each e v ent is required to have a jet consisting of at least two tracks in addition to the electron candidate.
First, we extract a di ractive signal from the obtained event sample and then estimate the b-quark fraction separately in the di ractive and total event samples. As in our previous analyses 2;3 , the di ractive signal is extracted by c o u n ting BBC hits, N BBC , and adjacent f o r w ard calorimeter towers, N CA L , w i t h E 1:5 GeV. Figure 2a shows the correlation between N BBC and N CA L for both the positive and negative sides of the detector, i.e. two entries perevent. The 0,0 bin contains 100 events. We e v aluate the non-di ractive content of the 0,0 bin from the distribution of events along the diagonal of Figures 2c and 2d show the electron E T and distribution, respectively, for the di ractive points and total histogram event samples. In Fig. 2d , the sign of of di ractive events with a gap at positive was changed, so that the gap always appears at negative .
While the E T spectra show no signi cant di erence, the di ractive distribution is shifted away from the gap relative to the symmetric distribution of the total event sample, in agreement with the single di raction event topology.
In addition to events from bquark decays, the data contain events from charm decays and background. The background is mainly due to electrons from residual photon conversions and to hadrons faking electrons. We u s e t wo methods to extract the fraction of beauty events in the data. In the rst method, we t the electron momentum component perpendicular to the jet axis, p e=jet T , w h i c h depends on the mass of the parent quark, with The average of the results of both methods yields 73371 485stat 7774syst 44:4 10:2stat 4:7syst beauty events for the total diffractive event sample. The di erence between the results of the two methods is assigned as systematic uncertainty. After subtracting the 24 nondi ractive background estimated from the t in Fig. 2b , there remain 33 10stat 5syst di ractive beauty events. Correcting the di ractive event yield for single-vertex selection cut e ciency 0:26 0:01, and for the detector live-time acceptance 0:77 0:07 due to noise or beam associated background, we obtain 165 50stat 29syst di ractive b e a u t y e v ents.
The di ractive to total b-quark production ratio obtained from the above numbersisR gap bb = 0 :230:07stat0:05syst . The rapidity gap acceptance for events generated using POMPYT Monte Carlo with a at pomeron structure, which i s f a vored by HERA measurements 7;8 The observed discrepancy is in general agreement with predictions based on the renormalized pomeron ux model 9 .
We also searched for di ractive J= production in a sample of central jj 1:1 dimuons. For J=reconstruction we required a pair of opposite charge muons with p T 2 GeV c and invariant mass close to the J=mass.
The technique we used to extract the di ractive signal is identical to that used in our previous studies. Preliminary results of this analysis, before correcting for the gap acceptance A, give a ratio of di ractive to non-di ractive J= production of R J= A = 0 :36 0:07 :
In spite of the fact that all di ractive processes studied at CDF are di erently sensitive to the quark and gluon content of the pomeron, the obtained ratios of di ractive to non-di ractive production are all of the same order of magnitude, 1. This indicates that the structure of the pomeron probed in single di raction events is not very di erent from the structure of the proton.
Study of Di ractive Structure Function
In the beginning of 1996 a forward Roman pot spectrometer RPS was added to CDF to detect di ractive antiprotons, which carry away a fraction From an inclusive sample of single di raction SD events, collected by triggering on a recoil p detected in the RPS, we selected events containing at least two jets with transverse energy E jet T 7 GeV. For the non-di ractive ND dijet sample we used data collected with a minimum bias MB trigger requiring a coincidence of the BBCs in the p and p directions. From the E T and of the jets including a third jet if E jet3 T 5 GeV we determine the eds99: submitted t o World Scienti c on November 23, 1999 5 fraction x of the momentum of the antiproton carried by the struck parton,
Since the ratio Rx of the SD to ND dijet cross sections is equal to the ratio of the antiproton SD to ND structure functions, the diffractive structure function may b e obtained by m ultiplying the known ND structure by Rx. The SD dijet sample is normalized by scaling its event rate to that of the inclusive di ractive sample and using for the latter the measured 10 soft SD cross section. The absolute normalization of the ND dijet sample is obtained from the mea- T distributions fall faster in the SD than in the ND events. This is due to the di erence in SD and ND structure functions see below. The di ractive dijets are boosted away from the leading antiproton in the p is at negative . The di ractive distribution is narrower, jets being more back-to-back, than the ND. The ratioRx of the number of SD dijet events, corrected for Roman pot acceptance, to the number of ND dijets is shown in Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 7 , where the solid line is a t to the data of the form we searched for dijet production by Double Pomeron Exchange DPE. In these events the jets are produced in the central region, separated from the di ractive p and p by large rapidity gaps. From an inclusive sample of single di ractive events with detected di ractive p, we selected events containing at least two jets with E jet T 7 GeV and than searched for a DPE signal by looking for a rapidity gap on the p side, using the BBC array a n d forward calorimeters. Figure 8a to that of SD jets, and slightly steeper than that of ND dijets. The distribution shows that DPE dijets are boosted toward the negative p direction, in contrast to the SD dijets, which are boosted toward the p side, and the ND dijets, which are produced symmetrically. This behavior can be explained by the di erence between p and p p p . The DPE dijets are produced more back-to-back than the SD and ND dijets.
